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Abstract

Protestant and Orthodox Christians — with the assistance of the Jewish
communities — have often been vocal in their opposition to gambling. Some of this
opposition has been for the wrong reasons. The teaching of a negative, legalistic
ethic in the churches has decreased in recent years; yet constructive teaching on
gambling has seldom taken the place of the negative. Churchmen are for or against
the practice with little awareness of the Christian issues involved. Churches have
declared their positions and often left them buried in books of church law.
Pamphlets have been published on the issue, but seldom with enough length to do
justice to the subject. No thorough study of gambling from the biblical and
theological perspective of the churches has been made. No attempt to compare
and evaluate the positions of the churches and synagogues has been published. It
is hoped the present volume will fulﬁll this need for churchmen who seek to
understand and respond to the problems from a Christian perspective. Churches
and synagogues, councils of churches, may ﬁnd here new grounds of cooperation
in fulﬁlling their citizenship responsibilities in the world. Public oﬃcials faced with
gambling legislation will also have here a guide to the teachings of the churches.
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Legalized gambling : an overview
Beare, Margaret E.; Hampton, Howard; Canada. Solicitor General Canada. Programs
Branch; Canada. Solicitor General Canada. Ministry Secretariat (Solicitor General Canada,
Ministry Secretariat, 1984)

This document presents descriptions and an analyses of legalized gambling
operations and legislation in countries which have social systems similiar to Canada.
The primary focus is on the United States and England, with ...

A review of the gambling literature in the economic and policy domains
Smith, Garry J.; Wynne, Harold J. (Alberta Gaming Research Institute, 2000-10)

The Alberta Gaming Research Institute commissioned this literature review of the
economics of gambling and government and industry gambling policy and practice.
The review is designed to accomplish the following ...

A study of gambling behaviour in the City of Windsor
Govoni, Richard J. (UMI, 1995)

A randomized telephone survey of gambling behaviour was carried out in the
Metropolitan Windsor (Ontario) area. The survey, which was based on the South
Oaks Gambling Screen, captured information on gambling activities, ...
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